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Business management exam questions and answers

Have you read a book that changes how you sense and approach life? My list would definitely include the Celestine Prophecy by James Redfield. Since I read it, I understood that there are things I knew but didn't realize I knew about chances, opportunities and spiritual counseling. Shortly after, I led to get the Tenth
Insight and then the book companion, The Celestine Prophecy: An Experimental Guide. I went through them vorasously until I got stuck with the study guide. The Ego took me on a detour again – delaying any deep, diving – which made me lazy and selfless about 3 other people's hunting books (i.e. the celestine vision,
the 11th and 12th insight) of the adventure range. This intrusion exercise is surely a long shadow work. I feel it when looking good at my personal adventure in intensifying and expanding the Nine Insights. For now, let's take a look at the author's resume in their insights. (1) A critical warning of Mass a new spiritual
warning made in human culture, a rise was carried on by a critical mass of those who experienced life as a spiritual development, a journey in which we are led by mysterious coincidence. (2) Longer now represents the creation of a new, more complete worldwide, which replaces a five-year-old precaution with secular
survivors and comforts. While this technological ethnicity was a crucial step, the rise of the coincidence of our lives is opening us up to the real purpose of people on this planet and the real nature of our universe. All extensions are a sarturated energy field that we can feel and intuitive. Moreover, we humans can project
our energy by focusing our attention to the desired direction (where attention goes, energy flow), influence other energy systems and increase the pace of coincidence in our lives. (4) The battle for power is too often people cut themselves out of this greater source of energy and thus feel weak and anxiety. To gain
energy, we tend to manipulate or force others to give us attention and so for energy. When we succeed to dominate others this way, we feel more powerful, but they remain weakened and often fought back. Competition for human fear energy is the cause of all conflicts between humans. (5) The message of the Mystics
insecurity and end of violence when we experience an inner connection with the divine energy, a connection described by the mysterious traditions of all traditions. A sense of light - buoyancy - and the constant sensation of love are measurements of this connection. If these measures are present, the connection is real.
If not, it is only pretend. (6) Cleaning the longer the longer we stay connected, the more we will conscious of these moments when we lose connection, usually when we are under stress. In these moments, we can see our own particular way of stealing energy from others. Once our manipulations become personal
conscience, our connections become more consistent and then we can discover our own path of growth in life, our spiritual missions, our personal ways of contributing to the world. (7) Engaging the Flow knows our personal missions further improve the mysterious coincidence as we guide us toward our destiny. First, we



have a question then dreams, bedream and intuitive lead us towards their answers, which usually are synchronization provided by the wisdom of another person. (8) Our interpersonal ethics can increase the frequency of guided coincidence by lifting every person who comes into our lives. Care must be taken by losing
our inner connection to romantic relationships. Uplifting others is especially effective in groups where every member can feel the energy of all the others. With children, it's very important for safety and growth so early. As we see the beauty of each face, we raise others in their own mind and increase the chance of
hearing a synchronistic message. (9) The emerging culture as we all evolve towards better ending our spiritual missions, the technological means of survival will be fully automated as people focus instead of synchronized growth. These growth will move people to the highest energy state, ultimately transforming our
bodies into spiritual forms and unity of this dimension into existence and the dimension of the afterlife, which ends the cycle of birth and death. Isn't this a wonderful revelation? Feel free to join in the process because it will certainly help find your mission and your intuitive way of lifting the world! We're all looking for more
progress in our lives, and we're not going to set up with anything that seems to bring us down. James Redfield Page 2 We just gave you a brief summary of the Nine Insights. And let's dive into the exercise from the Celestine Prophecy: An Experienceful Guide by James Redfield and Carol Adrienne. Increase sensitivity
to coincidence (Page 19). The purpose of this activity is to recognize past coincidence and become more conscious of the effects on our lives. When we bring our attention to what happened in the past, we will also interesting an intention of higher awareness to produce more coincidence. House 1. Was there any
particular coincidence or sign linking and receiving your current living space (important home number, encounter with neighbors, delays in negotiation, mixed-up calls, special street names, or any other odd details)? Acts 2. How did you get your job present? Think about how you found on it, who did you talk to, and what
message could you receive? 3. What was first impressions in the workplace? 4. Did you notice any sign that might have been anything later that took place? 5. Was there something you wished you listened to before taking this job? Relationship 6. Describe how you've encountered your most important relationship. What
leads up to you being in that place at this time? 7. Did the person you meet you remind anyone else? 8. What is the first impression of this person? Was this impression of being a true one? 9. Have you noticed any signs (a dream after meeting that person, an odd coincidence, a delay, a mix-up)? Pay particular attention
to questions 1, 4 and 9. Paying attention to so-called ornaments around major points is an important way to reap the maximum information of coincidence and increase your precaution capabilities as future coincidence occurs. Continue to be alert for coincidence, signs and dreams and write them in your journal. He says
that whenever people cross our paths, there's always a message for us. Chances encounter don't exist. But how we respond to these encounters determines if we can receive the message. If we have a conversation with someone who crossed our path and we don't see a message related to our current questions, it
doesn't mean there's no message. It only means we missed it for some reason. James Redfield Page 3 We just gave you a brief summary of the Nine Insights. And let's dive into the exercise from the Celestine Prophecy: An Experienceful Guide by James Redfield and Carol Adrienne. My past ethnicity (Page 34). The
purpose of this activity is to help you become mindful of recurring themes in your life and through possible hidden belief systems. Circle three areas that have influenced you the most. How do these themes add to your life? How to prevent your life? Addictive takes the approval of physical image Anger Guilt Resistance to
the Authority Compliance Independence Control Intellectual Accomplishment the emotional safety drama Lack of love englishly Self-critical families beyond earning other perfectionism(s) from now on to become aware of the presence of your life and notice how they relate to what you call your problems. More Ethnicity
Leaders (Page 35) Fill out the unified sentences with three articles. I would like to change... I would like more... I keep thinking... In six months, I would like... The most important thing in my life right now is... The qualities of people I admire are... I would be happy if my life included... You may also want to write some
thoughts about this exercise in your journal. And notice if you have any dreams after writing about your preycupations. Where in my life am I just going through the motions? (Page 37) The purpose of this activity is to have a dialogue with yourself about where you feel stuck or where you are something needs to change.
Write a paragraph or two in your journal about the parts of your life where you feel stuck or as if you're just going through the motions. Truly described their feelings in detail. The more you can bring these feelings of awareness, the more you'll open the doors for answers, opportunities and insights. Find new Paradigm
Alternatives for your old Preocupations (Page 37) See your greatest precautions of past ethnicity in Exercise 2. Then write down to your corresponding new attribute journal. As their attitude hits, you also write how you might start to attract more of this attribute to your life. OLD New Addictions Self-Security Fury Form
Compliance Creative Control Trust Emotional Self-update englishly Honest Honest Fear Love takes approval of self-trusted love and independence wisner independence intellectual fulfillment wisely lack divine love Through if Supervise perfection Healing Deprivation self-acceptance physical image Entrinseic worth
resistance to the Authority Shared Leadership Revenge Safety Adaptability Self-Critical Recognition in Force Under Touch What You Are Paying So Worth Other(s) Answers should not come at this time. If any of these ideas are ready to become more of a reality, you'll probably have a stronger feeling of excitement
around it. Work to establish a more comfortable style of survival grow to feel complete in and of itself as a reason to live and we were gradually, methodically, forgetting our original question... We've forgotten that we still don't know what we're surviving for. James Redfield Page 4 We just gave you a brief summary of the
Nine Insights. And let's dive into the exercise from the Celestine Prophecy: An Experienceful Guide by James Redfield and Carol Adrienne. Increase Beauty Appreciation (Page 74) For the next month or two, make a point to visit a park, church or temple (especially when it's empty and quiet) or an art museum. How do
you feel? Make a point of connecting with something nice in nature every day. Watch a flower up close. Connect with energy (Page 74) I. See energy in Nature how long has it been since you went to a forest or even a park? Maybe you live by a river, river, lak, or the ocean, but never have time to go there. Make a date
with yourself for some periods of refresh of nature. When you are in nature, try an experience. Sit somewhere comfortably and focus your attention on the beauty to fit the shape of a special tree or plant. Does one plant look more beautiful than another? But if you want to see the radian strips of light around a tree or plant,
the best times of the day are probably at dawn and sundown. Mold concentrate into your eyes as you gaze at the outward edges of the plant. Sit and see that which liveth in all its greatness. Breathe in the beauty and fill that they were with it. Let your body expand and all the beauty you feel. II. View energy around People
or Plants It's easier to see energy fields if you soft-focus the details of a shape or face. In one room, keep my dim in light and place the person or object against a completely dark background. Try looking at the description of a friend against heaven to see the grille strip of light that enthusiastate the body. In either case,
soak your eyes to blur your vision a little. III. Feel the energy of your hand Briskly rubs the palm in your hand together for one or two minutes. Your palm cup faces each other and feel the tingling sensation of the gap between them. Slightly increases and decreases the gap between your palm. Imagine you have a ball of
light radians in this space. Feel her presence and density as you move your hands a little. You can put that energy by focusing awareness somewhere in your body and letting it be energy or healing you. Building Energy at Home (Page 76) Once you start to become aware of the various energy changes in your body,
you'll most likely choose to increase your vitality in ways that feel suitable for the moment. Increasing energy doesn't need to be complicated or cost anything. Energy increases when you are fully present. You can opt to try the following: Consciously breathe energy in all parts of your body. Do 15 minute yoga stretch.
Hear a favorite setting cassette of nature sound or drum. When you take time to admire a view in your neighborhood or neighborhood. Ponder the quiet spirit and bathe yourself in inner light. Dancing fields increase energy at Work (Page 77) You can opt to try the following: Get centered. Imagine being connected to the
energy from earth and into heaven. Keep personally significant objects such as affirming, photos and positive assertions or spiritual quotations about your design. Take a 5-, minute stretch break every couple of hours. Water a plant slowly and listen to the sound of the water. Keep flowers on your desk and breathe in their
beauty for a few minutes. Play tapes your favorite settings of nature sounds, if appropriate in your workspace. The things that we know as beautiful can be different, but the actual features we assuage in beautiful objects are similar. Think about it. When something hits us as beautiful, it shows more presence and
sharpness in shape and living in color, doesn't it? It stands out. He excels. It seems almost iidesan compared to the disease of other objects less attractive. James Redfield Page 5 We just gave you a brief summary of the Nine Insights. And let's dive into the exercise from the Celestine Prophecy: An Experienceful Guide
by James Redfield and Carol Adrienne. Discover auto-imposed obstacles (Pages The purpose of this activity is to discover how you perpetuate the unnecessary liters to obtain energy. Locking yourself in a position that feels like a power liter describes the situation a while. What do you feel about the situation? What are
you trying to accomplish? How would you like to feel in this situation? What is your most important need in this situation? How do you interact with others in the parent's voice or the child's voice? Are you locked yourself in a position? When you just How do you categorize the other person and keep looking for ways to
strengthen this judgment? Do all things black or white how will you limit cap options only for a certain result? What are three more options? Focus on the feeling of Miss What are you afraid of? Project your problems on another How does this game show you what you need to come to know? Do you interpret the person's
actions in the filter of your own fears? Does it reflect some part of your desired anger, hatred, sexual feelings or judgment? Using perfectionism or confusion as an excuse to stay stuck do you move forward until everything is perfect or because you are no longer perfect? Do you claim to be confused instead of
recognizing what you really want or need to do? Focus on the liter instead of looking for resolutions do you invest energy in this power liter instead of taking responsibility and acting on your own problem? Focusing on issues to keep energy coming at you is focused on this issue to keep yourself under the illusion of
having something to control? What's the payof for you to stay focused on this issue? Let hidden fears run your life What is the worst outcome of this situation? What is an ever-worse outcome than (A)? What are you afraid of is even worse than (b)? Are your worst fears realistic in this situation? Conclude this statement
with your response to (c): This situation will be run by my crone of... Transform auto-impose obstacles (page 98) What do you want from the other that you could do for yourself? What could you do a different way? What action would you want to do to turn this situation around for yourself? How would you like the
universe to support you in resolving this situation? Six Intentions help you stay connected to universal energy (Page 98) I raise my awareness of energy. Become aware of the energy moving between you and others. When do you feel wrapped up? when do you feel energy? I have a strong internal connection to my
higher self. Take a break from whatever you're doing every couple of hours and close your eyes. Reconced with a scene of nature or a love exchange you've recently experienced. Feel the sensation of love coming into your body. Feel self-expanding. My Best they do when I connect to my inner wisdom. Try not to make
decisions when you're fatigue, hungry, angry or under pressure time. Once I took a decision, I follow through on the appropriate action. After through and action gives you energy for the next step. I take time to think about important decisions. If you feel pushed, hurry or limped in for any reason, take some time to get
centered. Make a relief statement ready to use so that you can be retired in a situation where you feel pressure. I trust that my process will take me to higher levels of living. Whenever you feel mighty, you exist in a higher hum. Recognize any small steps that you take successfully. At this new level of energy, you'll feel as
if you're reaching your destiny. This feeling will attract more coincidence. A profile in your strength (Page 107) purpose of this activity is convenient to become a whole person – recognizing your strengths and unique types. Write three of you: Best physical quality best mental ability best financial movements you've ever
made most weird features better have human attributes to better social skills best valuable business skills and your single most valuable value (i.e. health, love, freedom, creativity, etc.) Keep your list where you can see it often! Use new behaviors to keep your energy focused and floating free (page 100) Choose a
behavior and practice it for a week. Do you feel increasing energy and more open? Are new opportunities come your way? Stay present at this time. Be authentic self-made – do real. Pay attention to your feelings. Listen actively – clarify what you hear. Stay in your adult state. Focus on how you want to feel. Tell the truth
as you feel it. Let go of the attachment one result. Let the mystery unravel. Stay open. Your life has a purpose in the process of being revealed to you. Keeps you current questions at your forefront careful. Whenever you need to, ask for further clarification from the universe. We humans are always looking to increase our
personal energy in the only way we knew, by seeking to psychologically take it from others - an underconscious competition that underwent all human conflicts in the world. James Redfield Page 6 We just gave you a brief summary of the Nine Insights. And let's dive into the exercise from the Celestine Prophecy: An
Experienceful Guide by James Redfield and Carol Adrienne. Intent Morning (Page 129) A few minutes before you get out of bed, allow yourself to find the smell of your body. Silently or agitated, state your intentions for the day. With close eyes, imagine a light ball in the middle of your forehead. Allow it to expand
throughout our bodies and into our world. As you send this light to all areas of your life, feel to know that you are alive and on purpose. Morning Sound (Page 130) If you live by itself, this is easy to do when you get up. If you live with others, you might want to do so in the shower. When you wake up, start making any kind
of sound that wants out of you. Don't worry if the first few sounds are rather ugly or guitar. Keep expressing the sound and start following it with your attention as it goes up and down. Gradually, it will start changing, rising and cleaning. Continue the key sound for a few minutes and notice how your day goes. Breathing
Practice remembers that you exist in a universe of pure energy. At any time during the day, even in an important meeting, you have that energy fully available to you if you stay open. Pay attention to your body often during the day and take the opportunity to breathe awareness. In those moments, draw in deeply fresh air
throughout your body. Imagine the healing and energizing exchange of places when taking in your lungs and blood. Imagine that you will inflate your body with energy in the universe. Feeling self-opened up and expanding. Breathing awareness will smell you no question what's going on. Evening practice after arriving at
home in the evening, take five minutes or more to listen to some rhythm sounds like drums, songs or other non-vocal instruments that are interesting but relaxing. Start moving your body to the rhythm for a few minutes, letting all the tension and anxiety daily flow out of your body. If you have time, any kind of stretch
exercise is an invaluable relationship to your energy for the rest of your evening. Start by doing this practice one day a week, add days as your desired. Bedtime Practice (Page 131) Before going to sleep, bring your attention to the center of your body. Recognize yourself for whatever small steps or things you have done
today and express gratitude for all that you have received. If you need clarification about something, ask for clear information to come into your dreams. This practice is best done on a daily basis. Where attention goes, energy flow. Where intent goes, flow of energy. James Redfield Page 7 We just gave you a brief
summary of the Nine Insights. And let's dive into the exercise from the Celestine Prophecy: An Experienceful Guide by James Redfield and Carol Adrienne. The Parent Review (Page 164) Purpose of this activity is to make a profile of your parents' accomplishments, attitudes, philosophies, weak points, and infinite
business as you have seen them in your childhood. If you can find higher meaning in their lives, you'll be more inclined to see how their lives have prepared you for your lifetime mission. Your best approach is to assume there was a positive intention of working in your early circumstances. I. Observing the Masculine
Teacher (Your Father) Has Shaped Your Mind About How Masculine Energy Works your father or other important male model. The father's role in our lives is to help us connect with our powers and leaders. The purpose of father and mother is to make us sufficient alone. It is through the masculine side of our nature that
we take action toward our goals. If you didn't relate to your father well, you may be struggling with the figure of authority in your life or have trouble finding your identity. In either case, you haven't fully accepted your own power. Observing The Feminine Teacher (Mother) You formed your mind about how feminine energy
from your mother or other busy female teacher. The role of mothers in our lives is to help us tell others. Usually, but not always, it is our mother who has shown us how to connect with our ability to heal, comfort, and nurture others. If you didn't relate well to your mother, you might have difficulty with intimate relationships
or lack the ability to nurture yourself well. A feeling of deserving around mothers might even alleviate such behavior as supervisor or supervisor. Feminum energy is the center of your goals and reveals what there is heart and meaning for you. Work Accomplishment What kind of work or activity did your father do when
you were young? Was he proud of what he did? How does he/she excel? Affirmative Self-Expression lists positive words that best describe your father/mother (i.e. smart, creative, adventurous, love, etc.) Which one or two words best describes his personality? What was unique about it? Negative Self-Expression list of
words describing any pretty negative to your father/mother (i.e. strict, critical, superior, anxiety, opinion, etc.) What does trigger negative behavior? What is one or two words describing his most words treatment? Describes as best as you can be your father's mother's childishness. Was he happy? Neglected? Went to
work at an early age? Poor? Rich? Shelters? Ambitious? What control drama do you think his parents use? In what ways did he influence his boyish choices? The Father/Mother's philosophy what was most important to him? What statements or creeds best express your father's philosophy in life? Don't see elements
listing what you think has been missing in your father's life. What could he/she have done if she had more time, money or education? II. The Energy Analysis Masculine and Feminine That Description Most Accurately Describes Your Father's Overall Attitude/Mother's Direction? If you feel more than one applicable one,
write a percentage of the description that applies (i.e. Poor May 60; Aloof 40%) ___ Intimidator: On the vegetation of blown, threatened, ordered, inflible, angry, self-centered, made you feel afraid. ___ Interrogator: Probed to See What You do, critics, underscores, needs, logical impassible, sarcasm, controls you. ___
Aloof: Tends to be far, busy, far away from home, not too interested in your life, unresponsive, secretary, preyacupe. ___ My Poor /Victim: Always see the negative, look for trouble, always talk about being busy or tired, made you feel guilty of not solving its problems. III. Your Reaction to the Masculine and The Feminine
How Did You React When Your Father/Mother Was in His Control Drama? Choose one of the same modes that best describes your reaction to it as a child or giving percentages of two or more methods. ___ Intimidator: Did you stand in front of your father/ mother and take a strong or rebellious position? ___ Interrogator:
Were you trying to get his attention from asking questions? Have you tried smarter than him or found loop in arguments? ___ Aloof: Were you removed from your head or hiding from your room doing some activity in your head? Have you stayed home so much? Did you hide your true feelings? ___ My Poor/Victim: Have
you tried to make your father/mother feel you need help, money, support, attention to your problems so that he would pay more attention to you? IV. Analysis of what you learned from your Masculine Teacher and Your Feminen Teacher as my parents observations of your father/mother's life can function as either positive
or negative you always carry. Finish the phrase with the positive type you got from your father/mother: Like my dad, I... Like my mom, I...  Finish the sentence with the negative type you received from your father/mother: Like my dad, I... Like my mom, I...  From Father/Mother, I learned that in order to succeed, I would be:
___, ___, ___, ___. These beliefs and values that influence many of your decisions are either positively or negatively. Growing up in my own way of observing the Father/Mother's life, I want more: ___, ____, ____. How grateful are you being your mother's dad? Why would you be willing to forgive your mother's father?
On your list what was missing in your father's life, what, if you chose to develop? The element your father lacks is the direction you might already be working on or want to develop. It likely these elements will influence your choices of career, lifestyle, relationships, parenting, and spiritual contributions. V. Put it all together
(Page 172) As the product of two lines your parent, your path will involve in both the positive and negative aspects that shape you during your particular upbring. Take what you learned from the above analysis and synthesis it here. Mother Father Father's Personal Disappointment Value Is Missing Elements How It Hurts
Me – And What How he/She inspired me my gift to finish these phrases: The positive intention behind my early childhood and my parents' influence was... Observing the lessons inheriting in my parents' life (and perhaps my grandparents), I can see the lives they prepared me for ... The questions my life has to do with...
VI. Intent Statement (Page 173) I evolved from my own soul's needs, integrating everything I have learned from my infence into the present.  When you feel someone, or feel threatened by someone, the natural trend is to focus on something we don't like about the person, something that worries us. Unfortunately, when
we do – instead of seeing the deeper beauty of the person and giving them energy – we take energy away and actually hurt them. All they know is that they suddenly feel less beautiful and less confident, and it's because we save their energy. James Redfield Page 8 We just gave you a brief summary of the Nine
Insights. And let's dive into the exercise from the Celestine Prophecy: An Experienceful Guide by James Redfield and Carol Adrienne. How to Engage the Flow in Evolution (Page 193) Keeps strong energy open and feels liked to come in. Observing beauty increases energy. Stop as often as necessary to build energy.
Stay in a state of love as much as possible. Ask for Answer Center yourself at the present. Remember your basic question (from parents). The state is clearly what your question is now. Keep these at the forefront of your attention. Watch your thoughts and dreams. Stay Warning Take an observer point of view as if you
are watching an unravel mystery (this helps you release the need to control). Notice whether something brighter or more colorful as a signal helps you make a choice. Note that thoughts and topics (this is the information you now need to know). Compare your dreams to your present situation and see these reveals that
you are neglected or missing. if you do not understand the information you are receiving or do not seem to be receiving any, make sure you ask the right question. Ask another question. Depth coincidence noticed how coincidence fills you with energy. What coincidence brings to awareness? Is there more work to be
done with this person? If you have a hunt on something or thought recurring, become alert for the next coincidence or message. It usually moves you in the direction of the thought or hunting. Send energy to others to your complete attention and energy you meet because they all have a message for you, and you for
them. Remember that you don't have to use your control drama to compete for energy. Remember that the flow of energy from you creates an actual energy that pulls energy at you at the same rate, so you're continuously relapsed. How to pick up information to make a decision on the run or question and answer Learn to
read the signs (Page 197) Another method you might try is to make a trial decision and see the type of feedback you get. For example, if you want to change jobs, tell your friends and family your decision to look for something new. Note that's happening. Do you get support from people? Does life flow better in small
ways? Did something related to your question happen in the mail? Do you get little reinforcement in the universe that this is the right decision? Or are you experiencing little harshness such as toe structure, getting a ticket, losing your wallet, getting sick or other events that seem to indicate a name? However, be careful
not to make events more significant than they are.  The significance of synchronist events occurs us almost immediately and should not require belabored analysis. If there is a meaning trying to come in, you get the other messages. Stay in that moment. Reason of Action (Page 198) As you increase self-awareness, it
will be second nature to take a wider view of events and activities. At any time you can ask yourself: What is another possible meaning behind this event or activity? How does it relate to a bigger goal? How will I contribute to others? Do I feel energy by this activity? How high a priority is this? The more you exercise this
type of information refund gathering, the more you'll discover about your life goals. The job you here to do might not be addicted up with a particular title on the office threshold. Gratitude and gratitude when you have a creative breakfast, recognize it and give yourself credit for whatever part you are in it. The more you
believe in yourself as being whole, intact and creative, the more you'll feel will accomplish your life goals. Express gratitude for the great gifts and little ones you receive every day to help you stay tuned in the present and helps the habits of anxiety and pessimism. Sorry (Page 1999) If you feel really stuck or locked in a
power liter, step back a little and try to look at the big picture. Ask yourself: Am I willing or able to forgive the people involved, including myself? Once you make the decision to forgive, it will become clear that you will be forgiven and how to do it. When you receive it Right sometimes we fall into thinking that if we can just
find that one big answer, or arrive at that one great accomplishment, miracles will happen and we will have to succeed. Open yourself to all these weird and wonderful things in your life and love and accept yourself exactly as you are now. When taking observer's position when a thought comes up, enter the habit of
asking yourself why. Why think this is coming now? How does it relate to my question? Taking observer's position releases we need to control everything and put us in the color of the evolution. Attractive Messages (Page 200) When try to request a response or stay away, we create competitions between ourselves and
others that stop them giving us a message. To attract more messages, remember to stay open to discover what wants to happen now. Give others the energy and assume that you've met them for a reason at this time.  If a coincidence happens, spend a few minutes asking: What just happens? How does it relate to any
questions I ask myself right now? Do I need to follow in any this thing? Silver Lining Work remains committed to the flow, it will be necessary to pay attention to similar negative events. Setbacks, disappointments, frustrations and even traffic tickets might have an important message for you. Any time you experience a
really unnerving situation, take a quiet moment to write down your thoughts and feelings about it. Play around with possible agent links. Ask yourself: How can this loss serve me? How does this setback relate to the question of my life? How can I see it in a different way? If there is a positive intent in everything, what's
positive here? What am I really trying to accomplish? Dream Job (Page 201) If you are dealing with difficult decisions, try to ask for a dream to clarify every night as you cut into sleep. To encourage your underconscious answers, keep your journal and a pen near your bed so you can record dream information.  This
method might be useful but feel free to improve in any way that works for you. Answer these questions in your newspaper: What is the main point of dream? What details appear important? Why? What is a sentence title for this dream? What is a one-word title for this dream? What happens at the beginning? What
actions have been taken? Who's in the dream? If the people in the dream were part of yourself, what would they say to you? What is the overall tone of the dream? How does this dream compare to your life now? What is the dream to tell you about your life that you might be too much? What is the result of the dream? If
you lived the dream in real life, what would you do differently? Dreams often tell us the same message in different ways over time. As intuitive are insisting and persistent. We should assume each event has meaning and have a message concerning our questions. This specifically applies to what we used to call bad
things. The challenge is to find the silver lie in every event, regardless of how negative. James Redfield Page 9 We just gave you a brief summary of the Nine Insights. And let's dive into the exercise from the Celestine Prophecy: An Experienceful Guide by James Redfield and Carol Adrienne. Use a new approach with
people (Page 232) Use these points as guidelines as you practice this new behavior. There is no right way for a fully energy person, so learn from his own Feel Energized Start your day with the intention of being alert for messages. Before you leave the house, take 5 or 10 minutes to center yourself, focus on your
breathing. Imagine yourself filled with light radiation out for at least 1 or 2 minutes. Imagine yourself as part of a circle of incoming and outgoing energy. Throughout the day, connect with the beauty of your environment as often as you can. The energy of others as you meet and talk with people, look beyond their ordinary
figures, in their spiritual essence glory. Focus on their unique types. While you listen to them, give them your full attention. The energy projects while speaking. Remember that the higher self has a message for you and you can help them in providing it by filling them with energy. Receive internal Listen messages for any
questions or remarks that happen to you to ask others. It could trigger a significant exchange of information. If you feel energy around this person, you probably have a valuable connection. If you feel drained around with someone, reflect on what this relationship will offer you. Review the coded terms and warning signs.
Note what thinking happens to you after conversation. What changes do you see in your life or relationship when you practice these new behaviors? Signs of cadence (Page 236) While you evolve, particularly at the beginning, you must always test yourself on where you are putting your focus in order to keep you spiritual
center. Ask yourself: Am I still thinking about someone else? Am I trying to get the attention of someone else all the time? Am I attracted to those in need? Do I get worth my self-worth in solving problems for others? Do I minimize my needs and wants? Do I often deserve my plans? Do I always check up on others?
Does someone else's behaviour make me try to control this situation and make up for that person's problem? Do I feel bad due to what others do? Am I involved in a conflict of power with someone? Do I feel depressed when I'm alone? Do I avoid spending a lot of time alone? Can I stay clear on my own goals? Am I
delaying my own coincidence when I'm in a relationship so that I won't upset the situation? There is no easy answer to perform transformations. If you feel that a relationship with a parent, spouse or friend will dominate your life, you can make changes regardless of how long this relationship has happened. We, humans,
have always sought to increase our personal energy in the only way we have known, by seeking psychologically taking it from the others – a subconscious competition that underwent all human conflicts in the world. James Redfield Page 10 We just gave you a brief summary of the Nine Insights. And let's dive into the
exercise from the Celestine Prophecy: An Experimental Guide by James Redfield and Carol Staying in Shadows (Page 271) Live Eight Insights you are part of the evolutionary acceleration. Like many of you, we can become excited about the vision of the future and want to be there now. The key is to be here now and to
use their eight in daily life. In each workspace, in each discipline, you will encounter some resistance or fear of change as well as support and agreement. The key is to keep alert for coincidence and message, ask questions and acts of inner advice, are willing to speak the truth of power liter, and keep high energy in
contact with nature and beauty. Open to New Ability to Keep GrowingMuch in the focus of the manuscript is on energy – recognize it, view it, listen to it, stay centered in it, and build it. Note that disciplining energy attracts you. Many of you might want to change careers or simply deepen your knowledge or abilities in a
new field. Practically all fields work with energy in one way or another. For example, the recovery in the future might very well focus on vibrational moves using sound, light, movement, and mental spreading as well as navel methods. Nutrition and agriculture have been affected largely by psychical energy work as well as
biodiversity and ecological principles. The psychology largely parameters it includes hypnosis and shrink past lives in discovering deeply-held experiences. Wide education opens up for major self-help methods to help children fulfill their destiny and participate in evolution. The design of work and household space is
undergoing changes with the introduction of colored psychology, ergonomics and even Feng Shui – the ancient Chinese system of spatial energy dynamics. Spiritual and community groups, recovery groups and religious revitalization are all offering expanded opportunities to participate in the Internet of Evolution. The art
of Martial, dance and discipline movement builds personal wellness and power. Let your intuitive show you the way and will want to follow through with action. Use Imagination to create new opportunities (Page 272) JourneyWhat of your personal should I do? Often we feel unused, and don't they know what we really
want? Described in your journal one or more ideal lives that you'd like to live. Be really great at your thoughts. Use the following questions to help you imagine a new life: Who do you see yourself with? Artists? The musicians? Business executive? Healers? What kind of family setting do you see?) What kind of
occupation do you like? Adventures? Instruction? Healed? Promotion?) When (How far does this ideal life seem? When could one step in his direction?) Where (Where do you want to be? Big city? Europe? Mountains? Desert?) Change your Outlook (Page 273) If you have a strong desire to give more meaning and width
to you consider those points that Robert Monroe was guaranteed from co-in experience. Know that you are more than your physical body. Remember that you are here to do certain things, but don't let your need to survive make you desperate. Your supreme goal doesn't survive physical. Understand that you are here on
Earth by choice. When you meet your goals of learning, you can quit. Perceive the world as what it really is - a place to learn. Get involved and enjoy your life as completely as you can but not addicted to it. As you integrate these ideas into your thoughts, notice any changes to your personal goals or in your interactions
with others. So now the step is set. Feel your heart beaten in our chest. This life has yet to end. David Wilcox Wilcox
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